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Abstract

The hysteresis observed in the mechanical response of filled rubbers is classically

assumed to be due to viscosity. In this study, a complete energy balance is car-

ried out during cyclic deformation of a filled acrylonitrile-butadiene rubber. Results

show that for the studied material, viscosity is not the preponderant contribution

to the hysteresis loop: the mechanical energy brought to the material is not entirely

dissipated into heat but a contrario is mainly used by the material to change its

microstructure. Moreover, no significant hysteresis loop is observed in the unfilled

material. Hence, the filler network stores elastic energy during its deformation, lead-

ing to a change in the internal energy. The higher the stretch applied, the higher

the relative stored energy, but the higher the stretch rate applied, the lower the

relative stored energy in the filler network. This has been evidenced by defining a
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ratio γse in terms of energy. As hysteresis loop in rubbers does not systematically

mean that intrinsic dissipation is produced, predicting changes in temperature, and

consequently the self-heating, is not possible from the mechanical response only. To

conclude, this study presents the first estimation of stored energy in a filled rubber.
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1 Introduction

Elastomers are widely used in many industries such as automotive, nuclear, or

civil engineering for their high deformability, high damping and resistance to

fatigue. Such properties are partly obtained by adding fillers in the rubber ma-

trix, which increases anelastic effects in the mechanical response corresponding

to the formed hysteresis loop. This hysteresis loop corresponds therefore to the

dissipated part of the mechanical energy brought to rubber. Classically, this

energy is assumed to be dissipated into heat due to viscosity induced by fillers.

Nevertheless, several observations question this assumption:

• some non-viscous elastomers exhibit large hysteresis loop which is not due

to viscosity, typically unfilled natural rubber [20]; a hysteresis loop can

therefore be observed without any self-heating,

• mechanical hysteresis of certain elastomers is not time-dependent [6, 7, 17,

23],

• if all the energy contained in the hysteresis loop were induced by viscosity,

the self-heating would be much higher than that observed experimentally.
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One can therefore wonder about the nature and the time dependency of the

phenomena involved in the formation of the hysteresis loop when adding fillers

to the compound. While only the viscosity is generally invoked, structural

change mechanisms that store elastic energy and consequently change the

internal energy of the material may also occur. In natural rubber for instance,

energy storage due to strain-induced crystallization (SIC) and release during

crystallite melting have different kinetics, which forms the hysteresis loop [11].

Hence, an important issue is to define if adding fillers to a rubber matrix

induces similar effects. In other words, is there energy storage when the filler

network deforms? If it does, is this energy released during unloading and is

there a difference in kinetics between energy storage and release? These are

new questions in mechanics of elastomers, which could change our vision of

time dependency of the rubber behavior.

In recent studies due to Le Cam and co-workers [12], heat sources accompa-

nying deformation of rubber have been calculated by using IR thermography

and the heat diffusion equation. Characterizing heat sources enabled the au-

thors to discuss on the calorific effects of the main phenomena involved in the

deformation of rubber: Mullins effect [21], thermoelastic inversion [19], and

SIC [20]. Moreover, the heat produced and absorbed was compared over each

mechanical cycle in order to determine the mean intrinsic dissipation. Com-

paring the variation in the mean intrinsic dissipation from one cycle to another

one enabled the authors to more precisely discuss on the calorific effect of the

stress softening. The present study aims at characterizing the energy stored

over each mechanical cycle. The approach adopted in the previous studies is

therefore not sufficient, since the mechanical energy rate brought to the ma-

terial has to be compared with to the energy dissipated into heat (the mean
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intrinsic dissipation), typically as recently done in case of PA6.6 by Benaarbia

et al. [2, 3]. Such approach provides information of paramount importance to

link microstructure to macroscopic properties and to design parts, for instance

for fatigue applications.

It should be noted that the material considered in the present work is a non-

crystallizable acrylonitrile-butadiene (NBR) elastomer, which avoids any cou-

pling with energy storage effects induced by SIC.

Section 2 presents the thermodynamics framework to carry out energy bal-

ance. Section 3 presents the experimental setup. Section 4 gives the results

obtained for uni-axial cyclic tensile tests in terms of mechanical, thermal and

calorific responses. A complete energy balance is carried out in order to dis-

tinguish the contribution of stored and dissipated energies to the hysteresis

loop. These energies are respectively associated with microstructure changes

and self-heating. Concluding remarks close the paper.

2 Thermodynamics framework

In this section, the quantities needed for energy balances are successively in-

troduced.

2.1 Total strain energy density and hysteresis loop

The total strain energy density Wstrain is the energy brought mechanically

to deform the material. It corresponds to the area under the load (unload)
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strain-stress curve and is calculated as follows under uniaxial loading:

W load
strain =

∫

load

π dλ and W unload
strain =

∫

unload

π dλ (1)

the stretch λ is the component of the deformation gradient tensor F in the

loading direction. It is defined as the ratio between current and initial lengths.

π is the component of the nominal stress tensor in the loading direction,

defined as the force per unit of initial (undeformed) surface. If the behavior of

a material is purely elastic and if the test is carried out under adiabatic loading

conditions, the mechanical response obtained during a load-unload cycle is

such that no hysteresis loop forms (W load
strain = W unload

strain ). If a hysteresis loop

forms, the mechanical energy dissipated W cycle
hyst over one cycle is determined

as follows:

W cycle
hyst = W load

strain −W unload
strain (2)

From this energy, a quantity P cycle
hyst is calculated in W/m3. It is obtained by

dividing W cycle
hyst by the cycle duration and is therefore an energy density per

time unit or an energy rate.

The last quantity calculated from the mechanical response is the strain power

density at any time during the deformation. It is denoted Pstrain(t) and is

defined as:

Pstrain(t) = π(t)λ̇(t) (3)

2.2 Heat source calculation in case of homogeneous tests

Most of mechanical tests are conducted under non-adiabatic conditions. The

measured temperature is therefore affected by heat diffusion, possible temper-

ature gradients at the surface of the undeformed specimen and external heat
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sources (for instance radiations). Therefore, changes in temperature are not

only due to the material deformation. In this study, a ”more intrinsic” quan-

tity, namely the heat source, is determined from the heat diffusion equation

applied to the temperature field measurements. For this purpose, the thermo-

mechanical framework described in [15] is applied. The local state axiom [4] is

assumed. Any thermodynamical system out of equilibrium is considered as the

sum of several homogeneous subsystems at equilibrium. The thermodynamic

process, i.e. the deformation, is considered as a quasi-static phenomenon. The

equilibrium state of each volume material element is defined by n state vari-

ables: the absolute temperature T , the deformation gradient tensor F and m

(= n− 2) internal tensorial variables ξα. Using the two principles of thermo-

dynamics, the local form of the heat diffusion equation is written as follows

[1]:

ρCṪ −Div(κ0 GradT ) = Dint + T
∂Π

∂T
: Ḟ+ T

m∑

β=1

∂Aβ

∂T
: ξ̇β

︸ ︷︷ ︸

s

+R (4)

where κ0 is a positive semi-definite tensor characterizing the thermal conduc-

tivity of the material. ρ and C are the density and the specific heat, respec-

tively. s denotes the overall heat source induced by the deformation process.

The term Dint corresponds to the intrinsic dissipation (also named mechan-

ical dissipation). The term T ∂Π
∂T

: Ḟ corresponds to the heat source due to

entropic and non-entropic couplings between temperature and strain, where

Π is the nominal stress tensor. The term T
∂Aβ

∂T
: ξ̇β corresponds to the other

thermomechanical couplings (for instance related to change in the material

microstructure). The term R is related to the external heat sources.

As temperature field provided by infrared camera is 2D, the heat diffusion

equation can be simplified by averaging the 3D heat diffusion equation over
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the direction corresponding to the material thickness. In the case of uniform

heat sources fields, a 0D formulation of the heat diffusion equation has been

proposed in [5]. Considering temperature variation θ instead of temperature,

it writes:

ρC

(

θ̇ +
θ

τ

)

= s (5)

where τ is a time constant characterizing the heat exchanges between the

specimen and its surroundings.

Remark #1 on experimental evaluation of τ : The heat exchanges with the spec-

imen’s outside depend on the material itself (through its thermal diffusivity),

its environment (ambient air and material used for the grips of the testing ma-

chine) and its geometry (through the surface-area-to-volume ratio). A value of

τ has therefore to be measured for each testing configuration (machine used,

environment, stretch level, etc). Experimentally, τ is usually identified for dif-

ferent stretch levels from a natural return of the specimen to room temperature

after a heating.

2.3 Energy balance

The strain energy can be split into several contributions, namely the elastic,

the stored and the dissipated energies. The dissipated energy is induced by

irreversible processes such as viscosity and damage, the stored energy is in-

duced by microstructure changes that modify the internal energy. Determining

their relative contribution to the strain energy and therefore to the hysteresis

loop provides information of paramount importance to link microstructure to

macroscopic properties and to design parts, especially for fatigue applications.
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To do so, both the mechanical and the calorific responses are used. The me-

chanical response provides the energyW cycle
hyst (and its rate P cycle

hyst ) corresponding

to the hysteresis loop. Integrating the heat source with respect to time over

one cycle gives the mean intrinsic dissipation D̃int:

D̃int =
1

tcycle

∫

cycle
s dt (6)

The difference between P cycle
hyst and D̃int gives the energy stored at each cycle:

P cycle
stored = P cycle

hyst − D̃int (7)

Moreover, even though rubber elasticity is mainly entropic, non-entropic ef-

fects (change in the internal energy) can take place [8, 22]. They can be in-

vestigated by comparing the strain power density with the heat source at any

time during the mechanical cycles. This enables us to highlight some kinetics

differences in internal energy change between loading and unloading if any.

3 Experimental set-up

3.1 Materials and specimen geometry

The considered material is an acrylonitrile butadiene rubber (NBR) with 45%

ACN content. Its formulation is given in the following table. It is filled with

35 phr of N347 carbon black fillers.

Figure 1 presents the specimen geometry. It is 7.25 mm in wide, 1.9 mm in

thickness and 20 mm in length. The cylindrical ends prevent the specimen from

any slippage in the testing machine grips. Samples were elaborated according

to 2 steps. The first one is a molding of a pure shear specimen by compression.
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Table 1

Chemical composition in parts per hundred rubber (phr).

Ingredient Quantity

NBR 100

Sulphur 1.5

Zinc oxide ZnO 3

Antioxidant 2

Stearic acid 1

Plasticizer 10

Accelerator 2

The second step consists of cutting with a razor-blade the pure shear specimen

in thin-width pieces.

3.2 Loading conditions

The mechanical tests were carried out using a 5543 Instron testing machine at

room temperature, in the range of 23-25◦C. An overview of the experimental

setup is given in Figure 2. The mechanical tests consist in applying 6 sets of

5 cycles at an increasing maximum stretch λmax from 1.5 to 4 with a step

equal to 0.5 (see Figure 3). The 5 cycles at a given λmax ensure to reach

the stabilized mechanical behavior. The signal shape is triangular to apply a

constant loading rate. Three different loading rates were tested: ±50, ±100

and ±200 mm.min−1, which correspond to nominal strain rates equal to 0.042
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s−1, 0.083 s−1 and 0.166 s−1, respectively. They enable us to test the time

dependency of the material behavior in this range of strain rates. Each test

was repeated 3 times with different specimens.

3.3 Temperature measurements

Temperature measurements were carried out by using infrared thermography.

Further information on infrared thermography in case of large deformations is

provided in [10]. The infrared camera was a FLIR infrared camera (see Figure

2) equipped with a focal plane array of 640×512 pixels and detectors operating

in wavelengths between 1.5 and 5.1 µm. The integration time was equal to

1000 µs and the acquisition frequency was set to 15 frames per second (fps).

The thermal resolution or noise equivalent temperature difference is equal to

20 mK for a temperature range between 5◦C and 40◦C. The spatial resolution

of the camera is characterized by a pixel size equal to 0.204 mm. The surface

emissivity of carbon black filled rubber is close to a black body one and is

fixed at 0.94. Similar values are used in the literature for such measurement

technique. The infrared camera is switched on at least 3 hours before testing

in order to ensure its internal temperature to be stabilized. The calibration of

camera detectors was performed with a black body using a Non-Uniformity

Correction (NUC) procedure.

In the present study, the mean temperature of two zones of interest is consid-

ered. They are located at the centres of the tested and reference specimens. A

suitable movement compensation technique is used to track the centre of the

tested specimen (see [16] and [19] for further information on this technique).

The reference specimen provides the ambient temperature changes during the
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test. In this way, the temperature variation of the tested specimen can be

corrected by means of the following equation:

θ = θsp − θref = ((Tsp(t)− Tsp(t0))− ((Tref (t)− Tref (t0)) (8)

where the indices sp and ref respectively stand for the tested and reference

specimens.

4 Results and discussion

4.1 Mechanical response

Figure 4 presents the mechanical response of both the unfilled and the filled

NBR in terms of the nominal stress in relation to the stretch for the three

loading rates applied. The stress-stretch curves obtained for the unfilled NBR

exhibit the classical mechanical response observed in non-crystallizable unfilled

rubbers: non-linear elasticity, high stretch levels undergone, small mechanical

hysteresis. When the compound is filled with carbon black, additional phe-

nomena take place: stress-hardening at high stretch, cyclic stress-softening,

namely the Mullins effect [14], an increase in the residual stretch and the me-

chanical hysteresis. This is classically observed in carbon black filled rubbers.

The stress-stretch response obtained for the unfilled NBR is not affected by

the loading rate, which was expected. However, the material behavior remains

not time-dependent when fillers are added. As mechanical hysteresis is usually

assumed to be due to viscosity induced by fillers, identifying phenomena in-

volved in this mechanical energy dissipation (the hysteresis loop) is therefore

an important issue to better understand the deformation processes and the
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effects of fillers. For this purpose, a thermomechanical analysis based on quan-

titative calorimetry has been carried out. Such thermomechanical analysis has

already been successfully performed on natural rubber [19, 20]. In this study,

the authors showed that a hysteresis forms without any intrinsic dissipation,

which explains why the stress-stretch response of NR is not really affected by

changes in the applied loading rate. Moreover, [13] and [9] have shown that

in polyurethane materials, compact or foamed, a significant part of the me-

chanical hysteresis is not converted into heat and is used by the material to

change its microstructure.

4.2 Thermal response

Figure 5 depicts the temperature variation θ and the mean temperature vari-

ation θmoy as a function of time for the three loading rates for the filled NBR

(Figs. 5 (a) to (c)). First, results show that increasing the stretch increases the

temperature variation. This means that the strain-temperature relationship is

mainly governed by the entropic coupling. As expected, when the stretch level

increases, the temperature variation amplitude increases. When the loading

rate increases, the mean temperature variation slightly increases as well. In-

deed, the mean temperature variation remains low and ranges between 0 for

the lowest loading rate and 0.8 ◦C for the highest one. Therefore, a part of the

mechanical energy brought to deform the material is converted into heat due

to viscosity and induces a self-heating. The higher the stretch rate, the higher

the self-heating. Furthermore, the maximum temperature variation increases

from 0.95◦C at 50 mm.min−1 to 1.66◦C at 200 mm.min−1, i.e. an increase

ratio of 74.74%. In contrast, the nominal stress increases from 1.62 MPa at
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50 mm.min−1 to 1.66 MPa at 200 mm.min−1, i.e. an increase ratio of 1.3%.

Consequently, the stretch rate has only an effect on the thermal activity as

the mechanical response does not change. However, the self-heating is very

small and does not strongly depend on the loading rate, which is consistent

with the previous results obtained in terms of the stretch-strain relationship.

Furthermore, temperature variations are not stabilized in the successive sets

of 5 cycles. This is due to two main phenomena. This first one is the heat diffu-

sion: the test is not adiabatic and the temperature variations at the beginning

of the unstabilized cycles are different than at the end. It should be noted

that under adiabatic conditions, the temperature variation would theoreti-

cally continuously increase without any stabilization as intrinsic dissipation is

produced. The second one is due to stress softening which decreases the tem-

perature variation amplitude, especially between the first and second cycles.

In the following, heat sources are calculated to remove heat diffusion effects

from the thermomechanical analysis. Thus, the stabilization of the mechanical

response induces the heat source one.

4.3 Calorific response

Figure 6 presents the heat source s (inW.m−3) in relation to the stretch at ±50

(Fig. 6(a)), ±100 (Fig. 6(b)) and ±200 (Fig. 6(c)) mm.min−1. The red color

is used for the loading phase and the blue one for the unloading phase. Heat

sources are positive during the loading phases and negative during the unload-

ing phases. This is due to preponderant entropic effects previously discussed.

Heat sources have quasi-linear evolution with the stretch. This is consistent

with the calorific response of filled non-crystallizable rubbers such as carbon
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black filled SBR [18]. No change in slope is detected in the heat source curve

as observed in crystallizing elastomers [20]. Nevertheless, a slight shift to-

wards positive heat sources is observed, which signs the effects of the intrinsic

dissipation produced at each cycle. In this case, the total heat source is the

sum of the heat sources due to elastic couplings and intrinsic dissipation at

any time of the cycle. This will be quantified and more precisely discussed

in the following. A strong decrease in the heat source is observed between

the first and the next loadings for each set of maximum stretch. This is due

to stress softening effects [14]. As heat sources are superimposed during the

unloadings at a given maximum stretch applied, the intrinsic dissipation due

to the Mullins effect could be deduced from the difference between the first

two loadings in terms of heat sources. Such characterization of the Mullins

effect has already been performed in [21]. As a consequence, the correspond-

ing temperature variation amplitude decreases between the first and second

loadings, as shown previously in Fig. 5. The maximum heat source increases

from 0.93 105 W.m−3 at 50mm.min−1 to 4.64 105 at 200mm.min−1. However,

the nominal stress does not evolve with the stretch rate (from 1.62 MPa at

50 mm.min−1 to 1.66 MPa at 200 mm.min−1, see Fig. 4). This means that

the effects of viscosity are very small. Nevertheless, a significant hysteresis

loop is observed in the mechanical response. To further discuss on this effect,

the energy rate corresponding to the mechanical hysteresis (P cycle
hyst ) and the

mean intrinsic dissipation (D̃int) are plotted in the same diagram in Figure 7

for the three loading rates. As explained previously, the intrinsic dissipation

is determined by integrating the heat source with respect to time over each

mechanical cycle. It should be noted that when no intrinsic dissipation occurs,

numerical processing of images can lead to intrinsic dissipation close to zero,

but negative. In this case, the value of the intrinsic dissipation reported in
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Figure 7 is set at 0.

Whatever the stretch rate considered, the stabilized intrinsic dissipation 2

tends to decrease when the stretch is increased. For the lowest stretch rate,

no intrinsic dissipation is detected from the third set of applied maximum

stretch.

By comparing the values of P cycle
hyst and D̃int at each cycle, a significant part

of the mechanical hysteresis is not dissipated into heat but is used by the

material to change its microstructure 3 . Part of the mechanical energy brought

to deform the material is therefore stored elastically during deformation. Such

results were already obtained for polyurethane by [9] and[13]. Moreover, the

difference between the two curves increases with the stretch, meaning that the

higher the stretch, the higher the energy stored.

To further discuss on the relative contribution of the energy stored in the

hysteresis loop of rubbers, authors propose to define a ratio γse, written in

terms of energy as follows:

γse =
W cycle

stored

W cycle
hyst

(9)

• if γse tends to 0, no energy is stored during the deformation. The whole

hysteresis loop is due to the intrinsic dissipation,

• if γse tends to 1, the whole hysteresis loop is due to energy stored and no

intrinsic dissipation is detected. This is typically the case in unfilled natural

rubber [20].

2 obtained from the second cycle of each set
3 else, the stretch rate should have an effect on the material stiffness, which is not

observed in the mechanical response (see Figure 4)
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γse is plotted in relation with the stretch and for the three loading rates ap-

plied in Figure 8. First, these diagrams show that the relative energy stored

increases with the stretch until to be close to the whole energy contained

in the hysteresis loop at the highest stretch applied (γse = 1). The relative

energy stored decreases with the stretch rate even though the amount of en-

ergy stored increases. Such relation provides information of first importance

for rubber part design, especially when considering an increase in the stretch,

which usually means in the stretch rate in anti-vibratory system applications.

4.4 How do microstructure changes contribute to the hysteresis loop?

The previous analysis enables us to highlight and to quantify the energy stored

by the material. Nevertheless, it does not provide any information on how

microstructure changes contribute to the hysteresis loop. Indeed, investigating

microstructure changes requires to compare heat source s with strain power

density Pstrain during the mechanical cycles. Three cases can be obtained:

• if Pstrain = s: no internal energy variation occurs, the material does not

store energy,

• if Pstrain > s: internal energy changes occur, the material stores energy,

• if Pstrain < s: preponderant exothermal effects (latent heat) occur, whatever

the material stores energy or not.

It should be noted that change in internal energy is not sufficient to form a

hysteresis loop, a typical result being the elastic behavior of metals. With-

out intrinsic dissipation production, a difference in kinetics of internal energy

changes between loading and unloading is necessary to form a hysteresis loop.
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Figures 9(a), 9(b) and 9(c) gives the heat source and strain power density for

the three loading rates applied. First of all, it is observed that during loading,

the difference between the two curves, which is induced by internal energy

variations, increases with the stretch. This difference is not significant during

unloading. This highlights a difference in internal energy changes, i.e. in energy

storage and release, between loading and unloading. As the hysteresis loop in

unfilled NBR is very small, this phenomenon is only due to fillers. Therefore,

the filler network does not store and release energy with the same kinetics

during loading and unloading.

5 Conclusion

In this study, mechanical and thermal measurements have been carried out

during cyclic deformation of a carbon black filled nitrile rubber. The total

strain energy and the intrinsic dissipation have been calculated for each cy-

cle. Results show that viscosity is not the preponderant contribution to the

hysteresis loop: the mechanical energy brought to the material is not entirely

dissipated into heat but a contrario is mainly used by the material to change

its microstructure. A ratio γse has been proposed to relativise the energy

stored at each cycle. Calculating this ratio as a function of the stretch and

the stretch rate has shown that the relative energy stored increases with the

stretch and decreases with the stretch rate. This ratio is of a first importance

for the rubber part design as it characterizes the greater or lesser ability of

the rubber to absorb mechanical energy without damaging. This has numerous

consequences on the mechanical behaviour, typically for fatigue. Finally, the

filler network stores elastic energy during its deformation, leading to a change
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in the internal energy. This elastic energy is released with a different kinetics

during unloading, which is the main origin of the hysteresis loop.
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(a) unfilled NBR at 50 mm.min-1 (b) unfilled NBR at 100 mm.min-1 (c) unfilled NBR at 200 mm.min-1 

(d) filled NBR at 50 mm.min-1 (e) filled NBR at 100 mm.min-1 (f) filled NBR at 200 mm.min-1 
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Fig. 4. Mechanical response of NBR during cyclic uniaxial tensile tests
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A complete energy balance is carried out during cyclic deformation of NBR. 

Viscosity is not the preponderant contribution to the hysteresis loop. 

Filler network stores energy during deformation and releases it during unloading. 

The energy is released with a different kinetics, this is why a hysteresis loop forms. 

A new ratio is proposed for quantifying energy stored in rubbers.	  
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